
 

 

Jefferson County Democrats Questionnaire – Nonpartisan office 

Explanatory Note: In non-partisan races, JCD usually does not do endorsements. However, we want 
to offer our members as well as other interested citizens the opportunity to review the experience and 
qualifications of candidates who want to serve on our boards and commissions. Some of these 
questions are more of a “political philosophy” nature, because boards and commissions are often a 
pipeline to higher office. Your answers to this questionnaire will be posted on our website. 
 

Candidate Name: Cheri Van Hoover 
Position Sought: Jefferson County Public Hospital District #2, Commissioner Position 
#1 

Campaign Manager: Jacqueline McInvale 

Campaign Email: Cheriforhealth@gmail.com 
Campaign Phone: 360-385-1104 

Website/Facebook Page: www.Cheriforhealth.com 

Campaign Address: P.O. Box 936, Chimacum, WA 98325 
 
What single issue is the most important motivator for your run for office?  
 

The health, safety, and security of our community. 
 
What proposals do you have for dealing with it? 
 

1) Addressing the current problem of recruitment and retention of primary care providers that has led to long 

waiting times to be seen. 
2) Integration of mental health and behavioral health services into the outpatient and inpatient settings.  
3) Addition of dental health services. 
4) Effective resource utilization – financial transparency, fiscal responsibility, collaboration with community 

organizations and volunteers, support for employees and staff. 
5) Innovative use of emerging technologies to improve the interface with specialist services. 

 
Are there also important secondary issues? Describe your approach to implementing solutions?  

 
Much depends upon whether or not the Affordable Care Act is repealed and what is set in place to 

replace it.  Ideally, a system of universal healthcare such as single payer will be established, but the 

more likely scenario, at least in the short run, is a decrease in funding for Medicare and Medicaid at the 

federal level.  This has the potential to be very harmful to our community and to the hospital district. 

 

My approach to implementing solutions begins with careful analysis.  The problem must be clearly 

identified and the reasons why the problem exists must be fully understood.  The experiences of those 

who are suffering as the result of the problem must be elicited, with an attempt to hear from all of the 

stakeholders.  Objective data must be gathered.  This would include financial statements and projections.  

It would also include statistics about the incidence of the problem, morbidity and mortality reports, and 

other relevant facts and figures.  After gathering this necessary information, I would explore the 

professional and scholarly literature, looking for ways the problem has been successfully addressed by 

others and to find out the things that have failed to work for others.  Then I would discuss with my 

Board colleagues what I had discovered and work with them to come up with a creative synthesis 

through a process of collaboration.  When we had a plan that we felt would be successful we would 
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develop a timeline for implementation and provide for regular reevaluation to ensure long-term success.  

If unanticipated adverse effects were found when we performed our reviews and evaluation of the plan, 

adjustments could be made to ensure the solution was sustainable and truly effective in solving the 

problem. 
 
Have you attended board/commission meetings and what did you learn from them? 
 

Yes.  I have attended all of the board meetings since December, with the exception of two that I had to 

miss because of family medical emergencies.  I’ve learned a great deal about the role and 

responsibilities of board members, the way the meetings are organized, the financial status of the 

hospital district, programs and services currently offered by the organization, programs and services that 

are planned for the future, and how the community interfaces with the board.  Having attended these 

meetings for several months now gives me confidence that I will be well prepared to step into that role 

following my election to the board. 
 
What experience in your lifetime has help prepare you for this position? (please attach resumé or add a 
link to it) 
 

Please see the attached curriculum vitae for details about my professional career, small business 

ownership, volunteer activities, and honors/awards.  I have dedicated my entire adult life to supporting 

and enhancing the health of women, families, and communities.  It has been the central core of my 

values, my identity, and my work. 
 
What are you bringing to this position that no one else is? 

My breadth and depth of experience in healthcare administration, health policy, and hands-on patient 

care make me an ideal candidate for this position.  I am the only candidate who has worked as a 

clinician and administrator in private hospitals, health maintenance organizations, major teaching 

hospitals, and nonprofit organizations.  I am also the only candidate nationally recognized as a health 

policy educator. I have both practical and theoretical knowledge that supports my leadership in today’s 

healthcare environment. 
 
 
If this is not your first election, what other offices have you run for? If it is your first campaign, what 
other campaigns (candidate or issue) have you participated in? What did you learn from those 
campaigns? 
 

I have never run for public office previously.  I have been involved in campaigns and issues since high 

school, when I spent a day every week protesting the Vietnam War in downtown Bremerton and 

organized a major publicity campaign for a can and bottle recycling bill that was before the Washington 

state legislature in 1971.  Since that time I have supported many Democratic candidates by doorbelling, 

donations, yard signs, and volunteer work at campaign headquarters.  I’ve done the same for progressive 

causes including LGBT issues, environmental issues, labor issues, women’s rights, and other human 

rights.  For the last 13 years I have taught a health policy course for graduate students that requires them 

to develop and implement a project in which they actively support or oppose a piece of pending 
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legislation at the state or federal level.  I’m very proud of that course and the hundreds of students who 

have engaged in activism under my tutelage.   
 
 
Health Care/Retirement 
 
Explain your position (for or against) single payer health care in terms of the effect on local citizens, 
service providers, and government. 
 

I am in favor of single payer health care.  Universal healthcare insurance would greatly improve the 

health and wellbeing of the citizens of Jefferson County and the economic stability of our hospital 

district.   
 
How should services for mental health be improved locally? 
 

The integration of mental health and behavioral health services into the primary care setting is much 

needed. Physical health is profoundly impacted by mental health problems and addiction. Physical 

illness can lead to impaired mental health or addiction. An integrated team approach to care interrupts 

this vicious cycle.  Innovations already underway will help to position Jefferson Healthcare as a leader 

in this aspect of rural healthcare delivery.   
 
Is Jefferson Health providing full access to all health services for women or can services and/or access 
be improved? 
 

Jefferson Healthcare has done much to improve full access to health services for women over the last 

two years, and those improvements have been handled very sensitively and conscientiously.  

Improvements are always possible, however, even in a high-functioning health system.  For example, 

there is no certified sexual assault nurse examiner (S.A.N.E.) working at Jefferson Healthcare at present.  

This is an essential service that should be added. 
 
What would you do to help ensure a woman’s right to full access to all health services including 
abortion? 
 

I would be vigilant and watch carefully for any measures that would restrict the current access to these 

services and stand firmly in opposition to any attempt to reverse the excellent progress that has been 

made in this regard.  I would support efforts to help Jefferson Healthcare remain independent of any 

religious-affiliated healthcare system.  In part because of my commitment to this issue, my candidacy 

has been endorsed by Planned Parenthood-VOTES and the National Women’s Political Caucus. 
 
What is Jefferson Health's responsibility for treatment of addiction, particularly addiction arising from 
misuse of prescription drugs, and is the system meeting its responsibilities? 
 

Jefferson Healthcare has recently added a nurse practitioner who specializes in substance abuse 

disorders.  This, in conjunction with the merger with Discovery Behavioral Health, shows great promise 

in improving our county’s ability to intervene effectively in the current opioid addiction crisis.  

Washington State has a Prescription Monitoring Program that is mandated by law.  I have not inquired 
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about the hospital district’s compliance with this state program but would be very surprised if they were 

not in full compliance.  I feel that the Jefferson County Public Health Department could be an 

outstanding partner in improving access to addiction treatment.  The Clallam County Public Health 

Department has a very robust addiction services program that could serve as a useful model. 
 
 
What are your recommendations for improving recruitment and retention of health care providers as 
well as addressing diversity of staff? 
 

Recruitment: Increased use of nurse practitioners and physician assistants, with support for local nurses 

who wish to further their educations to become practitioners. Partnering with University of Washington 

and other medical schools to provide lengthy clinical placements for medical students and residents 

interested in rural medicine. Recruitment of foreign-educated physicians who have completed a U.S. 

residency. 

 

Retention: Partnering with community organizations and school boards to enhance local education.  Job 

placement assistance for spouses of providers.  Review of the scholarly literature to see what has worked 

in other areas to enhance retention.  Enhanced communications with staff with attention to the factors 

that increase or decrease career satisfaction. 
 
Do you have ideas for improving the information systems at Jefferson Health? 
 

Badges that allow the provider to swipe or tap for entry into the system instead of typing in a password.  

Improved transfer of information between specialists at other facilities and the Jefferson Healthcare 

electronic health record (EHR) system.  Enhancement of referrals to specialists.  Increased use of 

telemedicine to facilitate specialist care when physical examination is not required. 
 
What is your opinion of the Wellness programs offered by Jefferson Health? 
 

These Wellness programs are a great benefit for the community.  They should be expanded in the Tri-

Area and South County regions. 
 
What are your ideas for improving the financial structure of Jefferson Health, either by addressing the 
cost components or the revenue components? 
 

Transparency in the billing process is vitally important and community feedback must be sought 

regarding how the hospital district is perceived in terms of fairness.  It is important that an appropriate 

balance be found between charging enough for services to keep the hospital district financially sound 

and keeping patients in the system by being competitive with other nearby healthcare providers.  
 
Considering that our public hospital derives 62% of it’s revenue from Medicare and Medicaid, how 
should commissioners respond to what is happening on the federal level and the threats to these 
programs? 
 

The commissioners must remain well informed about proposed and enacted legislation at the federal 

level and be prepared to respond creatively to changes that are enacted at that level.  Proactive 
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contingency planning is appropriate and difficult decisions may need to be made in order to provide the 

best possible healthcare to the greatest number of citizens in the event of severe cutbacks.   
 
Should commissioners be proactive, reactive to what is happening in Olympia and legislation and how? 
 

Active participation in the Washington Association of Public Hospital Districts is a great way to amplify 

the influence of our local board through the association’s lobbyist in Olympia.  The board may choose to 

adopt specific and limited advocacy positions.  This would be a group decision, arrived at by consensus 

and cooperation.  The primary focus of the board is at the local level.  As individuals, I would hope that 

all who care deeply about healthcare would take it upon themselves to be well-informed and personally 

proactive as private citizens, engaging with their elected officials and advocacy groups.  These efforts 

and activities could only enhance effectiveness as a commissioner, though it should always be perfectly 

clear that these actions are those of a private citizen and do not represent the board. 
 
 
Labor 
 
Do you support raising the minimum wage in your local jurisdiction if state and federal action continues 
to be stalled? To what level? 
 

I support the right of workers to earn a living wage.  The specifics are beyond the scope of the hospital 

district commissioner’s role and responsibilities. 
 
How will you help support union workers as a commission member? Which unions will you be 
interfacing with and have you approached them for support? 
 

I believe strongly in unions.  I am proud that my candidacy has been endorsed by UFCW21, the union 

that represents Jefferson Healthcare’s employees, as well as the employees of our two local chain 

supermarkets.  
 

Do you support the right to organize and bargain collectively?  

 

Yes. 

 

What interactions have you had with trade unions personally and professionally? 

 

I have belonged to unions off and on throughout my career, depending on my job description and 

workplace.  My father and grandfather were both union members throughout their lives and my 

grandfather was a shop steward.  My uncle is active in labor at the state level.  My siblings have both 

been union members. Our family has benefitted greatly for 4 generations from union membership and 

activities.  

 

Who have you hired to work for you in the past? (looking for diversity here) 
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I have always attempted to include diversity in all of my workplace settings.  This diversity has included 

consideration of gender, race, religion, socioeconomic status, and sexual identity.  We all benefit when 

our workplace is diversified and a variety of viewpoints and experiences are brought to the mix. 

 
 

Environment 
 
What are your ideas for reducing or diverting hazardous and/or medical wastes produced in the 
facilities at Jefferson Health?   
 

Hazardous waste in medical facilities is closely regulated by state and federal regulations.  The 

compliance officer must feel well supported in their work to adhere to these safety standards.  

Continuing education for staff regarding best practices for ensuring a safe environment for themselves, 

their patients, and the community is appropriate at regular intervals.  
 
What can be accomplished at the local level to promote development of alternative energy and prevent 
privatization of natural resources? 
 
Innovative and emerging “green” technologies should be continuously explored and considered for 
inclusion by the hospital district. 
 
How will you promote the use of “green energy” in the position you are seeking? 
 

Building design should be evaluated for both passive and active solar heating and cooling.  

Consideration should be given to management of parking areas to minimize rainwater run-off. 
 

 
Education 

 

What is your opinion of high stakes testing?  How would you change the way students and teachers are 
evaluated? 
 

This question is not relevant to the role of hospital district commissioner. 
 
How would you ensure that our schools meet constitutionally acceptable funding requirements that are 
required under McCleary decision? 
 

Adequate school funding is an important part of the health of our community and the hospital district’s 

ability to recruit and retain excellent healthcare providers.  It is appropriate for the hospital district to 

partner with the school districts in a collaborative fashion to advance the overall health of the 

community and the wellbeing of young families. 
 
 

Security/Public Safety 
 

How would you act to stop the militarization of local police forces and establish civilian oversight of law 
enforcement? 
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I have been impressed by the community policing practices of our police and sheriff’s departments.  I 

support joint projects to ensure the health and safety of our law enforcement officers and community 

members who are interfacing with law enforcement.  The health needs of incarcerated individuals, 

including addiction intervention, are important to me. 
 

 
 

Finance/Taxation 
 

What will you do to support public banking at the local level? 
 

I would be interested in learning more about where the hospital district’s reserve funds are invested. 
 
 
General 
 
What is your voting record? As, have you voted in all or nearly all recent elections? 
 

To the best of my memory, I have never failed to vote in any election for which I have been eligible.  I 

have always considered voting to be an honor, a privilege, and a responsibility.  
 

What parts, if any, of the Washington State Democratic Party Platform (click link to view) do you 
disagree with? Why?  
 

The hospital district commissioner position is nonpartisan.  That being said, I have reviewed the 

Executive Summary of the Washington State Democratic Party Platform and have no disagreements 

with any of the statements in that summary. 
 

 
Have you ever been a precinct committee officer or held any other Democratic organization office? 
 

No. 
 

http://www.wa-democrats.org/sites/wadems/files/documents/Washington%20State%20Democrats%20-%202014%20Platform.pdf

